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Abstract: The mechanical behavior of a wear-resistant CrMoV-alloyed martensitic steel in 

quenched and tempered conditions has been investigated and correlated with the microstructure. 

The steel has a combination of ultra-high tensile strength of 2065 MPa and total elongation of 

7.4% in as-quenched condition. The strength and ductility of the steel change initially during 

tempering and thereafter remain quite stable during tempering at either 450 or 550 ºC. A good 

combination of yield strength and total elongation is achieved after tempering at 550 ºC for 2-

8 h (about 1300 MPa and 14%). The evolution of the mechanical properties can be mainly 

related to an initial condition with high density of dislocations (in the order of 1015) and carbon 

in solid solution, while quite early during tempering, dislocations will start to annihilate and 

carbide precipitates form. On the other hand, there is a negligible evolution of the effective 

grain size during tempering. Modelling of the individual strengthening mechanisms and the 

overall yield strength is in good agreement with the tensile test results, in particular for the 

higher tempering temperature. Finally, the relatively low Rp0.2 of the fresh martensite, 

significantly lower than for the tempered conditions, is discussed in relation to the two available 

theories. 
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1 Introduction 

      Wear-resistant steels with excellent combination of strength/hardness and toughness have 

wide applications, for example tipper bodies, which usually suffer frequent loading and 

unloading of heavy and sharp rocks, steel scrap, concrete with rebars, etc. This harsh application 

environment puts significant requirements on the performance of steels used for the tipper 

bodies. The steels need to have a high resistance towards dent formation and abrasion to 

increase the life time of the product. These property requirements are generally met by 

combining a martensitic microstructure and precipitation-hardening, which generates a 

combination of ultra-high strength/hardness and good toughness [1]. The diffusionless nature 

of the martensitic transformation leads to a martensitic microstructure that is defect rich, has 

high supersaturation of alloying elements and a hierarchic microstructure consisting of packets, 

blocks, sub-blocks and laths [2-9]. The martensitic microstructure is not so ductile and thus a 

tempering treatment is required subsequently to the quench-hardening. During tempering the 

initial martensitic microstructure will evolve towards the equilibrium state of ferrite and 
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carbides. The microstructural evolution can be divided into the following concurrent processes: 

i) grain growth [8, 9]; ii) recovery with dislocation annihilation and residual stress relief [10]; 

iii) precipitation of various carbides heterogeneously at boundaries and dislocations [11]. The 

clarification of the respective contribution of each phenomenon on mechanical properties is 

vital for the optimization of wear-resistant steels to extend their service life. 

       In Cr-Mo-V alloyed martensitic wear-resistant steel, the additions of Cr, Mo and V can 

increase hardenability during cooling after austenitization and strength/hardness by 

precipitation-hardening during tempering. Six possible carbide phases may precipitate in this 

alloy system depending on alloying content and heat treatment conditions [12-14]. Precipitation 

of these multiple carbides together with the evolution of the martensitic microstructure during 

tempering determines the mechanical properties of the alloy. The present work aims at 

exploring the microstructure-property relationship of wear-resistant Cr-Mo-V steel. The 

mechanical behavior measured by tensile testing of a low alloy Cr-Mo-V martensitic steel in 

quenched and tempered conditions is correlated with the quantitative microstructural evolution. 

Modelling of carbide precipitation and yield strength supports the experimental characterization.  

2 Methodologies 

2.1 Experimental procedure 

      The investigated material is a commercial alloy with the nominal composition Fe–0.324 C–

1.364 Cr–0.783 Mo–0.14 V–1.147 Si–0.837 Mn–0.699 Ni (wt%). Samples with dimensions 1 

× 5.6 × 10 mm3 were firstly solution annealed at 1185 °C for 1 h in argon atmosphere in a tube 

furnace and quenched in brine to room temperature. Thereafter, samples were tempered for 

various durations from 5 min to 10 h at 450 and 550 °C. These samples were used for the study 

of microstructural evolution by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction 

(XRD).  

      The effective grain size and lath size of martensite evolving with time were characterized 

by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and Electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI) 

using a JEOL JSM-7800F SEM equipped with a Bruker e-flashHR EBSD detector and a JEOL 

short-range retractable BSE detector. The EBSD data were acquired at an accelerating voltage 

of 20 kV with a step size of 100 nm. XRD measurements were performed using a Bruker D8 

Discover X-ray diffractometer equipped with a LynxEye 1D detector and a sealed tube source 

with a Cu anode, operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The 2𝜃 range was 40 to 140° and the step size 

was 0.01°. The acquisition time for each step was 6 s. A standard Al2O3 powder sample was 

used to measure the instrumental peak breadth. The Cu-Kα2 X-rays were stripped and the 

background was subtracted from each diffraction pattern before fitting the peaks using the 

pseudo-Voigt function. The peak broadening of cubic crystals is a combined effect of lattice 

strain broadening and particle size broadening. These two effects can be separated based on the 

kinematical diffraction theory stating that the particle size broadening is independent of 2𝜃, 

whereas the lattice strain broadening depends on 2𝜃 [15-17]. The modified Williamson-Hall 

and Warren-Averbach methodologies were used to evaluate the dislocation density from the 

peak broadening, under the assumption that the strain broadening in martensite is caused by 

dislocations. The analysis procedure presented in references [18-20] were adopted. 

      Vickers hardness measurements using a load of 2000 g were conducted in a MXT-a1 

microhardness tester. Ten tests were performed on each sample. The average hardness and 

standard deviation were subsequently calculated. To investigate the tensile behavior of the 

quenched and tempered samples, larger samples with dimensions 50 × 5.6 × 85 mm3 were heat 
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treated using the same parameters as mentioned above but this time in air atmosphere in a box 

furnace. Thereafter, three tensile test specimens were cut from the middle part of the heat treated 

samples by wire electrical discharge marching. The specimens had a rectangular cross-section 

and a dog-bone shape. Gauge length and width were 32 mm and 8 mm, respectively, and the 

thickness was 2.2 mm. Three tensile tests per condition were performed at ambient temperature 

in a universal tensile testing machine with a 200 kN capacity at a constant crosshead speed of 

0.01 mm/s. Tensile elongations were determined using a clip-on extensometer with a 

measurement distance of 25 mm. 

2.2 Precipitation modelling 

       Precipitation modelling was performed using Langer-Schwartz-Kampmann-Wagner 

(LSKW) type modelling calling CALPHAD thermodynamic and kinetic databases, as 

implemented in the MatCalc software [21, 22]. For the setup of the modelling, the selection of 

the composition of the nuclei and the nucleation sites (see Table 1) were based on the literature 

[23, 24] and microstructural observations in a previous work [25]. In Table 1, G* refers to the 

critical energy that must be overcome for nucleation and ortho-equilibrium (or full equilibrium 

[26]) composition means the chemical composition of the nucleus at maximum chemical 

driving force with respect to all elements [21]. The nucleation model is based on the classical 

nucleation theory (CNT). The interfacial energy between precipitate and matrix is evaluated 

utilizing the generalized nearest-neighbor broken-bond (GBB) model [27] and the interface 

curvature effect is considered by the size-correction model [28], as implemented in MatCalc. 

The precipitation modelling applied in the current work was validated by experimental data for 

tempering at 550 °C from [25], where four kinds of carbides including MC, M3C, M6C and 

M7C3 were found to precipitate during tempering at 550 °C up to 100 h. The same modelling 

setup is also used to predict the carbide precipitation at 450 °C. 

Table 1. Setup for the precipitation simulations using the MatCalc software. 

 M3C M7C3 M6C MC 

Nucleation 

model 

Becker/Doering 

time-dep. 

Becker/Doering 

time-dep. 

Becker/Doering 

time-dep. 

Becker/Doering 

time-dep. 

Nucleus 

composition 
Minimum G* 

Ortho-

equilibrium 

Ortho- 

equilibrium 

Ortho- 

Equilibrium 

Nucleation 

site 
Dislocations 

Grain boundary 

& Subgrain 

boundary 

Grain boundary 

& Subgrain 

boundary 

Grain boundary & 

Subgrain 

boundary 

Interfacial 

energy 

Auto planar 

sharp interface + 

size correction 

Auto planar sharp 

interface + size 

correction 

Auto planar 

sharp interface + 

size correction 

Auto planar sharp 

interface + size 

correction 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Mechanical behavior in tensile testing 

        The true stress-strain curves, work hardening rate, yield strength (0.2% proof stress, Rp0.2), 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS), total elongation (etotal) and uniform elongation (euniform) are 

determined based on the nominal stress-strain curves for quenched as well as 450 ºC and 550 

ºC tempered conditions (see Fig. 1). The as-quenched sample has an excellent combination of 

UTS (2065 MPa) and etotal (7.4%). It is noted that the onset of plastic deformation for the as-

quenched sample is earlier (Rp0.2 = 1166 MPa) than for the tempered samples. After the early 
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yielding of the as-quenched samples they experience a significant work hardening until the UTS 

at 2065 MPa, i.e. the strength ratio (Rp0.2/UTS) is merely 0.56. The early yielding is typical for 

single-phase fresh lath martensite, and several mechanisms have been proposed to explain this 

behavior. One explanation is based on the non-uniform distribution of carbon [29]. Since 

martensitic transformation occurs over a range of temperature, auto-tempering happens to the 

fresh martensite resulting in the segregation of carbon atoms around lath boundaries [25, 30]. 

Carbon-depleted regions having lower strength level may yield earlier than carbon-rich regions. 

Nevertheless, this kind of carbon dispersion also happens to tempered martensite, while 

tempered martensite has a negligible early yielding. This suggests that the carbon dispersion 

may hardly affect the early yielding of fresh lath matensite. Another possible mechanism is 

based on the ‘free’ dislocation [31] formed during the martensitic transformation. These 

dislocations are easily moved by applying a low stress, resulting an early plastic deformation. 

Another explanation is based on the residual stresses in the fresh martensitic microstructure, 

also created during the martensitic transformation, where the plastic flow initiates firstly in the 

matrix where  the local residual stress is aligned to add to the applied stress [32, 33]. Both the 

dislocations and residual stresses could be annihilated or reduced during tempering, so both 

phenomena would become less prominent in the tempered samples. It is quite possible that both 

mechanisms are acting and so far there is no experimental evidence for either mechanism being 

more significant. The early yielding behavior of the fresh martensite makes it difficult to model 

the yield strength of both fresh and tempered martensite using the same set of semi-empirical 

strength models. It is though possible to get agreement with experiments using more 

sophisticated treatments such as crystal plasticity modelling [32]. However, for universal 

applicability it is necessary to improve the understanding of the early yielding and it would also 

be beneficial to develop a more simplistic modelling approach for materials design applications.   

      After tempering, the effects of mobile dislocations and micro-stresses are no longer 

prominent. Most of the remaining dislocations should be pinned by each other and by carbon 

segregation as Cottrell atmosphere [30] and by cementite precipitates. These pinned 

dislocations in the tempered samples need larger stress to move, so the tempered samples have 

relatively higher yield strength. The work hardening rate of the as-quenched sample is 

significantly higher than those of the tempered samples (see Fig. 1b and d). There are two 

explanations for this phenomenon: i) rapid dislocation multiplication caused by deformation 

[34] and ii) sequential yielding of regions with different strength levels [29]. At the later stage 

of plastic deformation before necking, the work hardening rate of the as-quenched sample 

rapidly decreases and becomes similar to those of the tempered samples at strain ~0.045 in Fig. 

1b and ~0.03 in Fig. 1d. This may be due to dislocation annihilation (usually called dynamic 

recovery [35]) or the concurrent plastic deformation of all the regions. It is noted from the 

tensile results that the steel holds almost constant strength and ductility for 2-8 h tempering at 

550 °C and 2-10 h tempering at 450 °C. Both the yield strength and tensile strength after 450 °C 

and 550 °C tempering for the same time ranging from 2 h to 8 h are similar. The stable 

mechanical properties of the tempered samples plausibly result from the decrease of dislocation 

strengthening due to dislocation annihilation, and of solid solution strengthening by carbon 

when cementite precipitation occurs, which is counteracted by the precipitation strengthening 

by the precipitation of nanoscale cementite. The total elongation and uniform elongation of the 

550 °C tempered samples are larger than the counterparts tempered at of 450 °C. This could be 

due to the larger recovery at the higher temperature with less significant residual stresses and 

fewer dislocations, causing less stress concentration and thus higher ductility [36]. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Nominal stress-strain curves of as-quench and tempered samples at 550 °C and (b) 

the corresponding true stress-stain curves and work hardening rate, (c) Nominal stress-strain 

curves of tempered samples at 450 °C and (d) the corresponding true stress-stain curves and 

work hardening rate, (e) yield strength and tensile strength versus tempering time, (d) total 

elongation and uniform elongation versus tempering time. 

      The Vickers hardness versus tempering time at the two tempering temperatures is presented 

in Fig. 2. The results show a similar trend at the two temperatures. The hardness first sharply 

decreases at the early stage of tempering, before becoming stable for a fairly long tempering 

time, and finally it slightly decreases. The as-quenched sample shows the highest hardness of 

677 ± 13 HV, followed by a sharp decrease after tempering for 5 min to 469 ± 11 HV at 550 °C, 

whereas the final hardness at 450 °C is 535 ± 11 HV. This first decreasing stage is caused by 

the recovery process during tempering, i.e. the annihilation of dislocations and residual stresses 
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which reduce the obstructions for dislocation glide, which makes the material softer. It is 

noteworthy that the plastic strain during hardness measurement (~0.08) [37] is significantly 

larger than the 0.2% proof strain during tensile testing, so the hardness trend should not be 

directly compared to the trend of the 0.2% proof strength from quenched and tempered 

conditions. After 5 min tempering cementite should have nucleated but its hardening effect is 

fairly small, usually it is neglected. However, thereafter when a high number of cementite 

particles have formed and grown it seems to counteract the strength decrease due to further 

dislocation annihilation and less solid solution hardening from carbon. This is witnessed as a 

slight increase in the hardness plot after the initial decrease at 550 °C, but it is not seen for the 

450 °C tempering, because of the delayed precipitation of cementite at lower temperature. It 

should be noted that these results are non-conclusive, but give an indication that the effect of 

cementite precipitates should be considered to accurately predict hardness and strength of 

martensite tempered at a fairly low temperature, since nanoscale cementite can also provide a 

significant strengthening effect [38]. Overall, the hardness of the steel is quite stable during 

tempering at 450 °C and 550 °C. This is consistent with the aforementioned strength results.  
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Fig. 2 Vickers micro-hardness of quenched and tempered samples for 0-10 h at 450 °C and 

550 °C.  

3.2 Microstructure of fresh and tempered martensite 

3.2.1 Evolution of effective grain size 

      The evolution of the martensitic microstructure is firstly studied by EBSD and ECCI (see 

Fig. 3). Many studies [8, 9, 39-43] have been carried out trying to determine the effective grain 

size that determines the strength of lath martensite, however, without a consistent picture. It is 

though widely accepted that high angle grain boundaries (HAGB) above 15 ° are effective for 

inhibiting slip. Thus in the present work the effective grain size of lath martensite was evaluated 

by the line intercept method with a threshold misorientation of 15 °. The results indicate that 

the effective grain sizes of the investigated three samples are constant within the experimental 

error margin, i.e. 1.56 ± 0.24 µm for the as-quenched sample, 1.50 ± 0.26 µm for the 2 h 

tempered sample and 1.63 ± 0.20 µm for 5 h tempered sample. It should be noted that the 

effective grain size of martensite evaluated here is close to the block width, as blocks are the 

minimum units of martensite with boundaries above 15 °, whereas sub-block boundary 

misorientations are about 10 ° and lath boundaries about 2-3 ° [4]. The results show that the 
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effective grain size remains quite constant during tempering. This is in agreement with previous 

reports [9, 11] stating that the size of blocks remain constant during tempering. The ECCI study 

shows that the laths are coarsening from 278 ± 21 nm for the as-quenched condition to 305 ± 

25 nm for the tempered condition 2 h at 550 °C and to 332 ± 18 for the tempered condition 5 h 

at 550 °C. As the coarsening of the effective grain size (>15° misorientation) is negligible at 

550 °C and the coarsening of laths is small, it is assumed that softening due to grain coarsening 

can be neglected both for the higher temperature 550 °C but also for the lower temperature 

450 °C where the coarsening should be even less. Thus grain coarsening has a negligible effect 

on the evolution of strength during tempering in the present work.  

 

Fig. 3 Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) images of inverse pole figure + band contrast 

(IPF+BC) and electron channeling contrast images (ECCI) : (a and b) as-quenched sample, (b 

and c) tempering 2 h sample at 550 ºC, (c and d) tempering 5 h sample at 550 ºC. 

3.2.2 Evolution of dislocation density 

      The XRD results for the as-quenched and tempered samples are shown in Fig. 4a. Six BCC 

iron peaks for each diffraction pattern suggest a single martensite phase. The evolution of peak 

width during quenching and tempering at 550 ºC tempering conditions is exemplified with a 

representative 211 diffraction peak (see Fig. 4b), where the peak width rapidly decreases after 

tempering 5 min at 550 °C compared to the as-quenched condition. Thereafter, peak width 

remains almost constant for prolonged tempering up to 5 h. The evolution of peak broadening 

of six diffraction peaks versus tempering time at 550 tempering is shown in Fig. 4c and it is 

seen that the peak broadening drops drastically at the early stage of tempering (5 min) followed 
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by a slow gradual decrease. The peak broadening is defined by ∆𝐾 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 (2Δ𝜃) 𝜆⁄ , where 𝜃 

is the diffraction angle of the peak, 2Δ𝜃 is the full width half maximum (FWHM) and 𝜆 =

0.15406 𝑛𝑚 is the wavelength of Cu-𝐾𝛼1 X-rays. After tempering for 5 min at 550 ºC, close 

to 40% of the dislocations are annihilated. The dislocation density of the as-quenched condition 

is 2.9 ± 0.38 ×1015 m-2 and after tempering for 5 min it is 1.8 ± 0.31 ×1015 m-2. The dislocation 

density further gradually decreases to 1.3 ± 0.11 ×1015 m-2 after tempering up to 5 h. The 

evolution with decreasing dislocation density is slower at the lower tempering temperature as 

seen in Fig. 4d. The dislocation densities of all samples are nonetheless high, in the order of 

1015. This high dislocation density is important for the properties of the steel, affecting both 

strength and ductility [44]. The sharp decrease of dislocation density at the very early stage of 

tempering partly leads to the decrease of the hardness and tensile strength. The almost constant 

dislocation density upon further tempering inhibits the softening of the material, which to some 

extent explains the stable mechanical properties of the tempered samples. 
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Fig. 4 Dislocation density from XRD measurements: (a) XRD spectra of the as-quenched 

sample and tempered samples, (b) comparison of 211 peak of as-quenched and tempered 

samples at 550 ºC, (c) peak broadening of six peaks versus tempering time at 550 ºC and (d) 

dislocation density versus tempering time. 

3.3 Carbide precipitation evolution  

      The precipitation of M3C, M7C3, M6C and MC carbides simulated by the LSKW based 

modelling at 550 ºC is in quite good agreement with the experimental data, except a slight 

underestimation of the size of the M6C (see Fig. 5a). The transition from metastable M3C to 
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stable carbides is also captured by the modelling. The volume fraction plots (see Fig. 5b) 

indicate that the M3C starts to dissolve before 10 h and after about 100 h M7C3 starts to dominate. 

In contrast, M6C and MC have negligible volume fractions, consistent with the experimental 

characterization by TEM and XRD [25]. To summarize, both the experimental characterization 

and precipitation modelling suggest that the metastable M3C is the dominant carbide phase upon 

aging for 100 h at 550 ºC.  
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Fig. 5 The simulation of carbides precipitation in a multi-component system Fe–0.324C–

1.364Cr–0.783Mo–0.14V–1.147Si–0.837Mn–0.699Ni (wt%) at 550 ºC by using the MatCalc 

software (version 5.52.1010). a, Mean radius of precipitates, compared with the collected 

experimental data. b, Volume fraction of precipitates.  

       The precipitation modelling suggests that cementite is the only dominant carbide up until 

8 h tempering at 550 °C. This was confirmed by the experimental results and modelling and 

experiments were in good quantitative agreement. Therefore, we apply the same modelling 

setup to simulate cementite precipitation also at 450 °C. It is found that also at 450 °C tempering 

cementite is the only dominant carbide up until 100 h. The results from the modelling of 

cementite precipitation at both tempering temperatures are presented in Fig. 6 for comparison. 

The difference between the two temperatures is that the increase of cementite mean radius, 

volume fraction and number density is shifted towards longer tempering times due to the lower 

diffusivity of carbon at the lower temperature. It can be noted that the cementite is in the growth 

stage after 5 min while it is quite stable stage for 2 to 8 h tempering at 550 °C. In the case of 

tempering at 450 °C cementite is in the growth stage for tempering between 15 min and 10 h. 

It is therefore predicted that cementite could contribute to increasing precipitation hardening 

between 5 min and 2 h tempering at 550 °C, which could explain the increase in hardness after 

5 min tempering in Fig. 2. Furthermore, since most carbon exist in the form of cementite and 

the mean radius and volume fraction of cementite are stable during extended tempering, it is 

reasonable to presume that carbon depletion in the matrix and precipitation play no role in the 

evolution of strength at this stage. Instead, it is suggested that the continuous annihilation of 

dislocations leads to the slight decrease in hardness between 5 min at 10 h at 550 °C, as found 

in Fig. 2. In contrast, the precipitation of cementite at 450 °C tempering is postponed to longer 

times and continues to increase until 10 h. This could be the reason why the strength is 

maintained for longer time at the lower temperature, but this could also be an effect of the 

maintained higher dislocation density (Fig. 4d).  
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Fig. 6 The simulation of cementite precipitation at 450 °C and 550 °C in a multi-component 

system Fe–0.324C–1.364Cr–0.783Mo–0.14V–1.147Si–0.837Mn–0.699Ni (wt%) by using the 

MatCalc software (version 5.52.1010). a, Mean radius. b, Volume fraction. c. Number density. 

4 Microstructure and yield strength relation  

      To analyze the microstructural effects on the yield strength we model the individual 

microstructural contributions to the yield strength. Firstly, as the effective grain size remains 

constant, grain boundary strengthening is assumed constant and is calculated with the average 

unit size (~1.56 µm) for all the measured samples following the Hall-Petch equation. This 

contribution is about 168 MPa. Secondly, the carbon content in solid solution is evaluated by 

considering the nominal composition and subtracting the carbon bound to the cementite 

precipitates at each tempering condition. The substitutional elements are considered constant in 

the matrix. Thereafter, solid solution strengthening is evaluated using the Fleischer equation 

(see appendix) and the contribution is 219-248 MPa depending on the tempering condition. 

Thirdly, the dislocation strengthening is evaluated by the Taylor equation using the fitted results 

for the dislocation density from the XRD measurements. Dislocation strengthening has a major 

contribution to the high strength of the steel with a range of 494-761 MPa. Fourthly, the 

precipitation strengthening is evaluated considering the Orowan mechanism, as cementite is 

usually incoherent with the Fe matrix. Precipitate mean radius and volume fraction come from 

the precipitation modelling. The large volume fraction of cementite with nanoscale size has an 

evaluated precipitation hardening with a maximum of 348 MPa, which is supported by the 

previous work [38, 45]. All the individual strength contributions are summarized in Table 2 and 

the corresponding microstructural parameters are summarized in Appendix Table A.2. Through 

comparison of the modelling and tensile test results for yield strength in Fig. 7, it is found that 
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the modelling agrees quite well with the experiments for the 550 °C tempered conditions. The 

tested yield strength (Rp0.2) of the as-quenched condition is lower than the result from the 

modelling. This is expected considering the early plastic yielding of fresh martensite as 

discussed earlier. The effects of residual stresses and ‘free’ dislocations on the yield strength 

cannot be accounted for by the current strength models. It should be noted that the presence of 

residual stresses contributes to the high UTS of the as-quenched sample, but decreases the yield 

strength (Rp0.2). For all the 450 °C tempered conditions, the modelling results are slightly lower 

than the experimental test results. This may be due to an underestimation of the carbon 

diffusivity at lower temperatures which would lead to an underestimation of the cementite 

precipitation at 450 °C tempering. 

Table 2 Summary of individual strengthening mechanisms and yield strengths (MPa) 

Tempering 

time 

Quench 550 ºC  

5 min 

550 ºC  

2 h 

550 

ºC  

5 h 

550 

ºC  

8 h 

450 ºC  

15 min 

450 ºC  

2 h 

450 ºC  

5 h 

450 ºC  

8 h 

450 ºC  

10 h 

∆σ𝑔𝑏 (model) 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 

∆𝜎𝑠𝑠 (model) 248 247 219 219 221 248 248 248 247 246 

∆𝜎0 (model) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

∆𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙  (model) 761 660 540 510 494 678 613 583 567 560 

∆𝜎𝑝𝑐𝑝𝑡 (model) 0 135    348 348 346 29 77 114 139 150 

𝜎𝑦 (model) 1227 1260 1325 1295 1279 1173 1156 1163 1171 1174 

𝜎𝑦 (exp.) 1166 1249 1257 1270 1287 1386 1255 1216 1246 1237 
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Fig. 7 Modelling of yield strength by combining the individual strengthening mechanisms in 

the bar charts, compared to the experimental results indicated by stars. 

5 Conclusions 

(1) The studied Cr-Mo-V alloyed steel shows an excellent combination of strength and ductility 

after tempering at 550 °C for 2-8 h, with yield strength of about 1300 MPa and total elongation 

of about 14%. 
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(2) The early plastic yielding phenomenon of fresh lath martensite is discussed considering the 

two mechanisms regarding ‘free’ dislocations and residual stresses. In the property modelling 

it is difficult to account for these mechanisms in the modelling of the yield strength (Rp0.2) for 

both fresh and tempered martensite using the same set of semi-empirical models. 

(3) The modelling of precipitation using Langer-Schwartz-Kampmann-Wagner approach 

calling CALPHAD thermodynamic and kinetic databases is in quite good agreement with the 

experimental results considering the precipitating phases and their quantities as well as 

transition between them.  

(4) The modelling of yield strength is in good agreement with the results from tensile testing 

for the 550 °C tempering conditions, whereas the modelling slightly underestimates the yield 

strength for 450 °C tempering conditions. The reason for the underestimation may be an 

underestimation of the carbon diffusivity at low temperature leading to an underestimation of 

cementite precipitation. 

Appendix A. 

The main models for individual strengthening mechanisms are summarized as follows [30, 46-

50]: 

∆𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙 = 𝑀𝛼𝐺𝑏√𝜌 (𝑀 = 3, α = 0.25, 𝐺 = 76 𝐺𝑃𝑎, b = 0.248 𝑛𝑚 ) 

∆𝜎𝑔𝑏 =
𝑘𝐻𝑃

√𝑑
 ( 𝑘𝐻𝑃 = 0.21 𝑀𝑃𝑎 𝑚1 2⁄ ) 

∆𝜎𝑠𝑠 = (∑ 𝛽𝑖
2𝑥𝑖

𝑖

)1 2⁄  

∆𝜎𝑜𝑟 = 𝑀
0.4𝐺𝑏

𝜋√1 − 𝜐

ln (2√2
3 𝑟 𝑏⁄ )

𝜆
  

λ = 2√
2

3
𝑟 (√

𝜋

4𝑓
− 1) 

Table A.1 The parameters of solid solution strengthening and the atomic fraction of elements 

in the studied materials 

Element C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo V 

𝛽𝑖 959 732 540 622 708 2362 135 

𝑥𝑖  0.0148 0.0223 0.0083 0.0143 0.0065 0.0045 0.0015 

Table A.2 The quantitative microstructural parameters used for strength modelling 

Tempering 

time 

Quench 550 ºC  

5 min 

550 ºC  

2 h 

550 ºC  

5 h 

550 ºC  

8 h 

450 ºC  

15 min 

450 

ºC  

2 h 

450 

ºC  

5 h 

450 ºC  

8 h 

450 ºC  

10 h 

Effective 

grain size, μm 
1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 

Dislocation 

density,  

× 1015 

29.0 20.8 14.6 13.0 12.2 23.0 18.8 17.0 16.1 15.7 
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Mean radius 

of M3C, nm 
0 11.3 30.0 29.7 29.0 1.8 5.7 9.1 11.7 13.0 

Volume 

fraction of 

M3C 

0 0.0031 0.0583 0.0575 0.0558 
1.30 

× 10-5 

4.12 

× 10-4 

1.68 

× 10-3 
0.0035 0.0048 
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